Myxobacteria exhibit complex social traits during which large populations of cells coordinate their behaviors. An iconic example is their response to starvation: thousands of cells move by gliding motility to build a fruiting body in which vegetative cells differentiate into spores. Here we review mechanisms that the model species Myxococcus xanthus uses for cellecell interactions, with a focus on developmental signaling and social gliding motility. We also discuss a newly discovered cellecell interaction whereby myxobacteria exchange their outer membrane (OM) proteins and lipids. The mechanism of OM transfer requires physical contact between aligned cells on a hard surface and is apparently mediated by OM fusion. The TraA and TraB proteins are required in both donor and recipient cells for transfer, suggesting bidirectional exchange, and TraA is thought to serve as a cell surface adhesin. OM exchange results in phenotypic changes that can alter gliding motility and development and is proposed to represent a novel microbial interacting platform to coordinate multicellular activities. Ó 2012 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS on behalf of Institut Pasteur.
Introduction
Myxobacteria are true socialites; they exhibit complex and cooperative social behaviors that are unparalleled in the bacterial kingdom. Because of these behaviors, they were originally misidentified as eukaryotes (Kaiser, 1993) . A hallmark myxobacterial behavior is their ability to organize the movements of thousands of cells to build a fruiting body in which many of the cells differentiate into environmentally resistant spores (Fig. 1A) . Myxobacteria are also noted for other multicellular behaviors such as swarming, rippling, elasticotaxis and predation (Whitworth, 2008) . The goal of this review is to provide an overview of known cellecell interaction mechanisms in the model species Myxococcus xanthus, with an emphasis on recent developments concerning how they exchange their outer membrane (OM) components.
Fig . 1A shows a series of scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) that reconstruct the temporal steps in fruiting body development. M. xanthus cells do not swim; instead these terrestrial microbes attach to surfaces and move by gliding (Fig. 1A and B) . When these cells are grown in a static (not shaking) cell culture they form a biofilm on a plastic surface. Upon replacement of nutrient-rich media with starvation buffer, the cells aggregate and then erect a mound that develops into a fruit (Fig. 1A) . From these micrographs it is apparent that cell behaviors are synchronized and coordinated to allow successful completion of their predetermined developmental program.
M. xanthus has evolved intercellular signaling mechanisms to govern their multicellular behaviors and sporulation decision. Cellecell signaling helps ensure that the population makes an informed decision before it engages in the energetically costly process of development. By using diffusible or quorum signals, individual cells can 'vote' to create an integrated group decision about how best to proceed (Kaiser, 1996) . The ability of cells to produce erect multicellular fruits facilitates their dispersion by wind, water and/or animals to richer feeding grounds. Dispersion of a fruit also ensures that their social network remains intact upon germination.
Central to their multicellular behaviors is gliding motility, which powers and organizes cells on solid surfaces. M. xanthus has two separate motility systems or motors that drive gliding. They are called A (adventurous) and S (social) motility. Fibrils and type IV pili are the extracellular structures that are associated with S-motility and physically link cells together. Fig. 1B is a SEM of a M. xanthus swarm that reveals an extensive fibril network that connects cells and creates an extracellular fabric. Fibrils have been purified, and their molecular composition is roughly half protein and half polysaccharide (Dworkin, 1999) . Fibril polysaccharides are frequently called exopolysaccharides (EPS), and for convenience this term is adopted here. It should, however, be noted that M. xanthus produces other forms of EPS that are not associated with fibrils (Ducret et al., 2012; Muller et al., 2012) . Fibrils play a key role in cellecell adhesion (a.k.a. agglutination or clumping), recognition, motility and development (Dana and Shimkets, 1993; Li et al., 2003) . Polarly localized type IV pili function as the motor that powers S-motility; their retraction from the 'front end' of the rod-shaped cell pulls the cell forward (Skerker and Berg, 2001; Wall and Kaiser, 1999) . As a recognition anchor for retraction, pili bind to EPS deposited in the extracellular matrix (ECM) (Li et al., 2003) .
A-motility is associated with polar extracellular 'slime' filaments, which are thought to be composed of an as-yet-tobe-characterized polysaccharide (Ducret et al., 2012; Wolgemuth et al., 2002; Yu and Kaiser, 2007) . The A-motility motor appears to be powered by mobile cell surface adhesins. Thus, this mechanism of motility might be analogous to how tank or bulldozer tracks propel those vehicles (Nan and Zusman, 2011; Sun et al., 2011) It is also striking that the A-motility motor appears to be functionally analogous to Flavobacterium johnsoniae gliding motility (Jarrell and McBride, 2008) , yet the proteins involved in these machines are not homologous, suggesting that the motors evolved independently.
Myxobacterial behaviors are usually conceptualized in the context of a biofilm, although the term biofilm was only recently adopted by the field (O'Toole et al., 2000) . In a broader context, many microbial species form biofilms, and those cells interact by a variety of mechanisms. Of these many species, however, some exhibit only limited cellecell interactions, perhaps simply consisting of cells sticking together without cellecell signaling. Fig. 1C illustrates the point that the complexity of cellular biofilm interactions is likely to vary over a wide range, and we suggest that myxobacteria represent an extreme group that has evolved numerous cellecell interactions, for which the known mechanisms are described here.
The complexity of myxobacterial social interactions is mirrored by their genomic complexity; these species contain some of the largest known bacterial genomes. For example, the model species M. xanthus contains a moderately sized Fig. 1 . Cellecell interactions within biofilms. A) SEMs that reconstruct temporal steps in M. xanthus fruiting body formation. Left-most panel shows a biofilm that has formed on a plastic surface when the bacteria were grown in a rich medium. Upon medium replacement with starvation buffer, development ensued. These developmental events occurred over 3 days. Fig. was adapted with permission from Kuner and Kaiser (1982) . B) SEM of a M. xanthus biofilm showing the fibrils that connect individual cells. Fig. was adapted with permission from Kearns and Shimkets (2001) . Scale bar, 2 mm. C) Graph depicts an idealized sliding scale of cellecell interactions between bacteria in biofilms. At one extreme, cells only aggregate into a biofilm; there is no cellecell signaling. At the other extreme are complex cellecell interactions exemplified by myxobacteria and discussed in the text. myxobacterial genome at 9.14 Mb (Goldman et al., 2006) . With w7454 predicted genes, M. xanthus has w20% more genes than the model eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Without the intracellular organelle complexity found in yeasts, much of the large genome of myxobacteria contributes to their multicellular life cycle. Although the function of most M. xanthus genes remains to be determined, bioinformatic analysis clearly reveals complex signaling and regulatory networks. For instance, the M. xanthus genome encodes 53 s 54 enhancer binding proteins, 38 extracytoplasmic function sigma factors, 97 serine threonine protein kinases and 272 two-component signal transduction proteins (Goldman et al., 2006) . Many of these regulatory proteins are likely to function in pathways governing interactions with other cells and their environment, and future work needs to elucidate their roles. Myxobacterial genetic complexity also leads a geneticist to pause; numerous cellular processes are likely to involve redundant pathways, making the identification of phenotypes for particular genes especially daunting. Given this, genetic analysis has nevertheless served as a fruitful discovery tool.
The primary approach used to identify myxobacterial genes involved in cellecell interactions is the isolation of mutants followed by extracellular complementation tests (Hagen et al., 1978; Hodgkin and Kaiser, 1977) . In particular, determining whether mutants that are defective in development or motility are rescued upon mixing with wild-type cells or mutants that belong to different complementation groups has been useful. The principal idea behind this approach is that a signalingdefective mutant should be rescued when co-cultured with a strain that produces the missing signal. The results of such efforts are discussed below.
Developmental signaling
A paper published 50 years ago provided the first evidence for cellecell signaling in M. xanthus development (McVittie et al., 1962) . This paper showed that certain fruiting body mutants were rescued when mixed with another mutant class. A more comprehensive study was subsequently conducted (Hagen et al., 1978) . Based on strain-mixing experiments from this latter study, mutants were placed into four extracellular complementation groups designated as A, B, C and D. A fifth group (E) was discovered independently (Downard et al., 1993) . Thus, when an A mutant and a C mutant are mixed, they provide the missing functions (signals) to allow the other strain to develop. These findings led to the idea that M. xanthus produces five developmental signals. To date, A-and Csignals are the best understood (Kaiser, 2004; Konovalova et al., 2012b; Shimkets, 1999) .
A-signal
Upon starvation, M. xanthus initiates their developmental program (Fig. 1A ). An A-signal is proposed to serve as a nutritional and quorum sensor, which monitors population density to ensure that a minimum number of cells are present and that those cells are starving (Kuspa et al., 1992b; Singer and Kaiser, 1995) . Once a threshold concentration (10e50 mM) of A-signaling is reached, the starving population triggers the expression of A-signal-dependent genes, and the developmental program proceeds. Based on gene expression profiling, an A-signal is required for the expression of genes 2 h or later after starvation (Kroos and Kaiser, 1987; Kroos et al., 1986) . To date, five genes involved in A-factor production are known. asgA and asgD encode hybrid histidine protein kinases (Cho and Zusman, 1999; Plamann et al., 1995) ; asgB encodes a putative DNA-binding protein (Plamann et al., 1994) ; asgC encodes the major sigma factor, RpoD (Davis et al., 1995) ; and asgE has sequence homology with amidohydrolases and contains putative membranespanning helices (Garza et al., 2000) . Mutations in any of these asg genes decrease A-factor production, suggesting that these proteins function in the same or related pathways.
All asg mutants except asgD block the expression of the early development reporter U4521, which was identified by a Tn5lac insertion (Kroos et al., 1986) . This observation was exploited to develop an U4521 bioassay to biochemically identify an A-factor that restored reporter gene expression to an asgB mutant (Kuspa et al., 1992b) . To do this, conditioned medium was prepared from starved wild-type cells and was fractionated. Active material was found to contain heat-stable components, primarily consisting of six amino acids (Tyr, Pro, Phe, Trp, Leu and Ile) and peptide fragments (Fig. 2) , and heat-labile activity identified as proteases, which presumably produce the A-factor amino acids (Kuspa et al., 1992a) . The addition of A-factor components was able to rescue developmental gene expression, aggregation and sporulation to various degrees in asg mutants (Kuspa et al., 1992b) . These results are interesting in the context of M. xanthus physiology, as their primary carbon/energy source is proteins/amino acids, not carbohydrates, and thus the A-signal seems to link nutrition with developmental signaling.
No receptor for A-factor has been identified. However, to help address how the A-signal is perceived and processed, suppressors of asgB and asgA mutants were isolated and Fig. 2 . Signaling pathways during M. xanthus development. Cells secrete an A-signal into the extracellular milieu that is taken up by responder cells and by themselves early (w2 h) during development. The C-signal requires cellecell contact and triggers developmental gene expression after 6 h of starvation. Cells produce and respond to developmental signals in a similar manner (i.e., bidirectionally); however, for simplicity the signal transduction pathways are depicted unidirectionally. designated sasB and sasA, respectively. The sasB locus encodes three putative regulatory proteins named sasS, sasR and sasN (Kaplan et al., 1991) . The sasB mutation restores expression of U4521, but not fruiting body formation or sporulation, in asgA or asgB mutants (Yang and Kaplan, 1997) . SasS is a histidine kinase required for A-signal reception, and SasR is a NtrC-like activator that, together with SasS, positively regulates U4521 expression (Kaplan, 2003) . SasN, which contains five of the independent sasB mutations, has no sequence similarity with other proteins and acts as a negative regulator, because sasN null mutations increase U4521 expression . This led to the proposal that SasN monitors intracellular A-signal levels, and, when these amino acid levels are low, SasN becomes inactive, which in turn activates SasSR to induce U4521 expression. A second locus, designated sasA, resides in a gene cluster involved in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) biosynthesis (Kaplan, 2003; Kaplan et al., 1991) . The sasA suppressors bypass the A-signal requirement for U4521 expression; however, these mutants still cannot fruit or sporulate. The isolation of sasA suppressors shows a link between the OM and developmental gene expression. Additionally, a null mutation in rodK, which encodes a hybrid histidine protein kinase, increases A-signal production (Rasmussen et al., 2005) . The rodK mutant also forms abnormal fruiting bodies and uncouples sporulation from fruit formation, indicating that RodK regulates temporal and spatial processes during development. Strikingly, a rodK null mutation suppresses fruiting body and sporulation defects of a csgA mutant, suggesting that RodK may link A-and C-signaling.
C-signal
csgA mutants are unable to ripple, aggregate or sporulate and exhibit abnormal developmental gene expression after 6 h of starvation (Kroos and Kaiser, 1987; Shimkets et al., 1983) . csgA developmental defects are restored by extracellular complementation with wild-type cells or asg, bsg, dsg or esg mutants (Downard et al., 1993; Hagen et al., 1978) or, importantly, by the addition of purified CsgA, either as a recombinant fusion protein or as endogenously made protein (Kim and Kaiser, 1990a; Lee et al., 1995) . These and other data indicate that C-factor acts as a short-range morphogen ( Fig. 2) (Kaiser, 2004; Konovalova et al., 2010; Shimkets, 1999) . Several lines of evidence suggest that the C-signal works in a dose-dependent manner to induce rippling, aggregation, developmental gene expression and sporulation. In vivo manipulation of csgA expression found that low Csignaling levels induce rippling, whereas intermediate levels induce aggregation and high levels are required for sporulation (Li et al., 1992) . Similarly, the addition of an intermediate amount of purified C-factor to starving csgA cells rescues early C-signal-dependent genes, and the addition of a higher concentration induces late C-signal-dependent gene expression and sporulation (Kim and Kaiser, 1991) . Finally, CsgA overexpression prematurely induces aggregation, sporulation and skips the rippling stage (Kruse et al., 2001 ).
Early observations showed a link between motility and Csignaling. First, non-motile and csgA mutants exhibit a similar temporal block in developmental gene expression and fruiting (Kroos et al., 1988) . Second, C-signal transmission requires cell motility in both donor and recipient cells (Kim and Kaiser, 1990c) . Strikingly, the requirement for cell motility is bypassed by artificial cell alignment in microscopic grooves that enrich end-to-end cell contacts or by the addition of C-signal at a high concentration (Kim and Kaiser, 1990b) . These results imply that cell motility facilitates C-signaling by allowing proper cellecell contacts. Details of the downstream C-signaling pathway have been reviewed (Kroos, 2007) .
Full-length csgA encodes a 25-kDa protein that shows homology to small-chain alcohol dehydrogenase (SCAD) (Lee et al., 1995) . SCAD contains two conserved sequence motifs, an N-terminal NAD(P) þ coenzyme binding pocket and a Cterminal catalytic domain, both of which are encoded by csgA. Consistent with this, affinity-purified MalE-CsgA binds to NAD þ , and CsgA amino acid substitutions in either the putative NAD þ binding pocket (T6A or R10A) or catalytic site (S135T or T155R) did not rescue the aggregation and sporulation defects in csgA mutant cells in vivo or by exogenous addition of purified mutant proteins (Lee et al., 1995) . To help elucidate the C-signaling pathway e and similar to what was discovered with rodK e an early study isolated csgA bypass suppressors (Rhie and Shimkets, 1989) . One suppressor proved to be informative: SocA overexpression, a CsgA and SCAD homolog, bypassed the developmental requirement for csgA (Lee and Shimkets, 1994) . More recently, lysophosphatidylethanolamine was identified as a lipid substrate for SocA, thus demonstrating enzymatic activity (Avadhani et al., 2006) . Taken together, these data suggest that CsgA functions as an enzyme to produce the C-signal. Such a signaling mechanism might resemble sterol signaling in eukaryotes (Edwards and Ericsson, 1999 ).
An alternative model proposes that a processed form of CsgA serves as a cell surface morphogen (Kim and Kaiser, 1990a; Lobedanz and Sogaard-Andersen, 2003) . C-factor activity, as assessed with a bioassay, can be purified by detergent extraction from starved cells and is found to be associated with a 17-kDa protein derived from CsgA (Kim and Kaiser, 1990a,d) . Immunoblot analysis during development detects CsgA in two forms, full-length protein (25 kDa) and a minor C-terminal processed 17-kDa form (Lobedanz and Sogaard-Andersen, 2003) . Importantly, a purified engineered MalE recombinant fusion containing C-terminal CsgA (p17), which lacks the NAD þ binding pocket, when added to a csgA mutant, elicits similar C-factor-specific activity as does fulllength p25 (Lobedanz and Sogaard-Andersen, 2003) . Thus, surprisingly, and contrary to an earlier observation (Lee et al., 1995) , this finding argues that the CsgA NAD þ binding pocket is dispensable. Recently, PopC was identified as the protease that cleaves p25 to produce p17 (Rolbetzki et al., 2008) . In vegetative cells, PopC accumulates in the cytoplasm and forms a complex with PopD that prevents its secretion (Konovalova et al., 2012a) . Secretion of PopC is activated in response to starvation by a RelA-dependent pathway that activates FtsH D , which in turn results in PopD degradation. Removal of PopD then allows PopC to be slowly secreted by an unknown pathway that results in the gradual build-up of p17. To date, both C-signaling models are incomplete. Central to both models is the elucidation of how C-factor is detected by cells, which requires the identification of its receptor. According to the models, the receptor is expected to be either a cell surface protein that binds p17 or a protein that binds the CsgA enzymatic product. For the enzyme model, it is also critical to identify the CsgA substrate and reaction product, which presumably is a lipid. For the p17 cell surface ligand model, there are questions about how CsgA is transported and localized to the cell surface, as it does not encode signaling or sorting sequences. The proposed subcellular localization of CsgA also varies. An initial study by immunogold electron microscopy found CsgA in the ECM, but it was subsequently shown that fibrils are not required for C-signal transmission (Li and Shimkets, 1993; Shimkets and Rafiee, 1990 ). More recently, two different cell fractionation methods yielded different results, with CsgA fractionating to either the OM or inner membrane (IM) (Lobedanz and Sogaard-Andersen, 2003; Simunovic et al., 2003) . Part of the technical challenge in determining protein localization is that, during development, M. xanthus cells become fragile and lyse. The use of modern fluorescent fusion reporters or immunofluorescent methods may help to clarify CsgA subcellular localization.
B-, D-and E-signals
The roles that the bsg, dsg and esg gene products play in development are less clear and, consequently, they are considered to be inferred cellecell signals (Kaiser, 2004) . bsgA and dsg mutants are defective in aggregation and sporulation and exhibit early developmental arrest around 2 and 5 h after starvation, respectively (Kroos and Kaiser, 1987; Cheng and Kaiser, 1989) . As defined by this mutant class, the developmental defects of bsgA and dsg mutants can be complemented by strain mixing, albeit poorly (Hagen et al., 1978) . The bsgA locus encodes an ATP-dependent LonD-protease (Gill et al., 1993) and dsg encodes the translation initiation factor IF3 (Cheng et al., 1994) . The mechanism behind bsgA and dsg extracellular complementation remains to be discovered.
Morphologically, an esg mutant exhibits early developmental arrest and is rescued when co-developed with esg þ cells (Downard et al., 1993) . The esg locus encodes E1a decarboxylase of the branched-chain keto acid dehydrogenase (BCKDH) . This enzyme contains two subunits (E1a and E1b) and catalyzes the conversion of branched-chain amino acids into coenzyme A derivatives, which serve as precursors for the synthesis of long branched-chain fatty acids and polyketides (Mahmud et al., 2002) . Although esg mutants completely lack BCKDH activity, they still produce about half the wild-type level of iso-branched fatty acids from an alternative pathway (Bode et al., 2006) . Thus, apparently one or more branched-chain fatty acids are required for development . Importantly, the esg fruiting body and sporulation defect are rescued by addition of certain short branched-chain fatty acids to the medium Toal et al., 1995) . These and other findings suggest that lipids are exchanged between the cells. To date, it is not clear whether esg extracellular complementation is the result of intercellular signaling (lipid derivative) or by metabolic cross-feeding (Stacy et al., 2012) , as fatty acids may serve as important metabolites to power development.
Gliding motility structures and cellecell interactions
Early work recognized that cellecell interactions are important in gliding motility, as swarm expansion rates increase at higher cell densities (Kaiser and Crosby, 1983) . In addition, S-motility itself requires cellecell contact for cell movement (Rodriguez and Spormann, 1999) . These effects are explained in part by the extracellular fibrils that form a mesh, holding cells together and provides essential ligands for type IV pili (Fig. 1B) (Li et al., 2003) . The pilus motor consists of a PilA homopolymer, where PilA is initially synthesized as prepilin, which is processed by the PilD peptidase to form mature pilin. The assembly of pili requires the function of the PilB, PilC, PilM, PilN, PilO, PilP and PilQ proteins (Wall and Kaiser, 1999) . PilQ forms an OM channel (secretin) through which pilus filaments protrude, and the Tgl lipoprotein is required for PilQ assembly (Nudleman et al., 2005 (Nudleman et al., , 2006 Wall and Kaiser, 1999) . Assembled pili can extend 10 mm or farther from the cell surface. Recently, PilA was shown to bind fibril EPS directly on neighboring cells or in the ECM (Hu et al., 2012) . Mutants that are defective in fibril EPS production not only are defective in S-motility but also are hyperpiliated, suggesting that EPS controls the abundance of pili by presumably triggering retraction (Li et al., 2003; Wu et al., 1997) . Pilus retraction is powered by the ATPase activity of PilT, which disassembles pilin subunits into the IM (Fig. 3 ) Skerker and Berg, 2001; Wall and Kaiser, 1999) . Pili also connect adjacent cells and help coordinate social behaviors. In an apparent circular regulatory network, the binding of pili to EPS also stimulates EPS production, as pili-deficient mutants produce less EPS. The Dif proteins mediate pili-dependent EPS biosynthesis and were originally identified as mutants that are defective in fruiting-body formation and S-motility (Fig. 3 ) (Black et al., 2006; Yang et al., 1998) . The dif genes are homologous to the well-characterized chemotaxis genes of Escherichia coli. Subsequently, the dif genes were found to be allelic to the dsp (dispersed growth) genes required for fibril production (Lancero et al., 2002; Shimkets, 1986) . Similar to rescue of certain developmental mutants described above, developmental defects in fruit formation, gene expression and sporulation of dsp/dif mutants can also be rescued by the addition of purified fibrils or by co-culture with dsp þ cells (Chang and Dworkin, 1994; Li and Shimkets, 1993) . For this reason, dsp/dif genes are sometimes described as the sixth developmental complementation group (Shimkets, 1999) .
A regulatory pathway for pilus retraction and EPS biosynthesis is summarized in Fig. 3 . Binding of pili to fibril EPS on neighboring cells triggers retraction. Pili are also proposed to act as a sensor to transduce a 'signal' to DifA, a membrane receptor homologous to methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs). A signal is then transduced through the Dif pathway to activate EPS production (Black et al., 2010; Campodonico and Zusman, 2010) . Unpolymerized PilA subunits localized in the IM constitute part of the regulatory signal . EPS production is further regulated by two DnaK paralogs, SglK and Stk, and by FrzS (Fig. 3) (Berleman et al., 2011; Dana and Shimkets, 1993; Konovalova et al., 2010; Weimer et al., 1998) . The EPS biosynthetic gene clusters, eps and eas, have been identified (Lu et al., 2005; Youderian and Hartzell, 2006) and await future studies including an analysis of their transcriptional control.
LPS plays an important role in S-motility and development. Although LPS constituents lipid A and core oligosaccharide are likely to be essential for growth, O-antigen mutants were isolated and exhibit S-motility and developmental defects (Bowden and Kaplan, 1998; Youderian and Hartzell, 2006) . Because pili, EPS, A-motility and cell adhesion appear normal, O-antigen mutants do not cause general pleiotropic defects. As mentioned above, certain LPS (O-antigen) mutants also suppress A-signaling defects (Bowden and Kaplan, 1998) .
Interestingly, Zusman and colleagues recently uncovered a new cell-contact-dependent interaction that reorganizes intracellular localization of the FrzCD protein (Mauriello et al., 2009 ). The Frz chemosensory pathway controls the gliding motility reversal frequency (Zusman et al., 2007) . Specifically, these investigators fused a fluorescent protein to FrzCD, which is a MCP homolog but lacks the transmembrane/periplasmic domains typically associated with MCPs. FrzCDeGFP forms random and dynamic clusters in the cell. However, when motility leads to side-by-side cell contacts, the FrzCDeGFP clusters become aligned between cells. The transient FrzCDeGFP alignments are typically followed by one of the cells reversing its direction of movement. The alignment of FrzCD clusters indicates that cells sense and respond to contact with one another. Although the mechanism remains unknown, those authors and others have speculated that FrzCD cluster alignments help coordinate population movements by regulating or synchronizing a postulated Frz biochemical clock that governs reversal frequencies (Igoshin et al., 2004; Mauriello et al., 2009 ).
Outer membrane exchange as a new cell-interaction platform
Recently, we described a process whereby myxobacteria in a structured biofilm fuse their OMs and exchange contents Wei et al., 2011) . To date this process is unique to myxobacteria, although other bacteria may conduct a similar behavior that simply is awaiting discovery. The transfer of DNA, protein, small molecules and other cellular components occurs in other bacterial systems, although those processes are mechanistically different than the described myxobacterial system (Konovalova and Sogaard-Andersen, 2011) .
The path to OM exchange discovery again originated from extracellular complementation (stimulation) studies. Early work found that a small subset of motility mutants is transiently rescued when mixed with different strains (Hodgkin and Kaiser, 1977) . Importantly, stimulation requires that the 'donor' strain contain the wild-type gene that is mutated in the 'recipient.' Stimulation is transient, meaning that the mutants again become non-motile over time, thus indicating that DNA is not transferred. The mechanism of stimulation is by the transfer of missing protein function from donor to recipient cells (Nudleman et al., 2005) . Fig. 4 shows an overview of how a particular motility mutant is stimulated. Here a Dtgl mutant lacks S-motility because the Tgl lipoprotein is required for functional assembly of the PilQ secretin. As illustrated, when a Dtgl mutant makes physical contact with a Tgl þ donor cell, the Tgl protein is efficiently transferred (Nudleman et al., 2005) . Upon receipt of Tgl, the mutant assembles stable and functional PilQ secretin, thus allowing pili assembly. In the S-motility system tgl is the only mutant known to be rescued by stimulation. In A-motility there are five complementation groups corresponding to five genes called cglB/C/D/E/F (Hodgkin and Kaiser, 1977; Rodriguez and Spormann, 1999) . All of the Cgl proteins encode type I or II signal sequences, suggesting envelope localization, and some of these proteins are associated with an A-motility macromolecular complex (Luciano et al., 2011; Nan et al., 2010) . The mechanism of stimulation for each cgl mutant has either been demonstrated or is inferred to involve cell-to-cell protein transfer (Nudleman et al., 2005; .
Requirements for transfer
Protein transfer requires that cells be in physical contact on a hard surface (Wall and Kaiser, 1998; Wei et al., 2011) . Transfer does not occur in liquid or even on a soft agar surface, even when cells are densely packed. These and other findings argue that the Tgl/Cgl proteins are not transferred by secretion/diffusion into the extracellular milieu with subsequent recipient cell uptake. Furthermore, cell motility has a profound indirect effect on protein transfer (Wall and Kaiser, 1998; Wei et al., 2011) . In other words, only the donor or recipient or even a third-party cell, not involved in exchange, needs to be motile to facilitate transfer. Motility derived from either A or S systems works equally well; there is no requirement for a particular system. The role of gliding motility in this process is not simply to create local areas of high cell densities, as concentrating non-motile cells by centrifugation does not alleviate the motility requirement (X. Wei and D. Wall; unpublished data) . From these studies, the role of motility is interpreted to facilitate proper cellecell contacts or alignments that lead to exchange (Wall and Kaiser, 1998; Wei et al., 2011) . It is also striking to recall that the transmission of C-signal requires motility (Kim and Kaiser, 1990c; Kroos et al., 1988) , although a connection between these processes is not yet established.
The effect that motility has on the anatomy of a biofilm is readily visualized by microscopic examination (Fig. 5) . In these experiments, non-motile cells were fluorescently labeled (red, donors; green, recipients) and placed on hard agar pads, where they were randomly positioned, analogous to how wood matches are oriented after being dropped on the floor (Fig. 5C) . In contrast, when a third-party motile, but nonfluorescent, strain was mixed with the same non-motile cells, the non-motile fluorescent cells became highly aligned and were enriched in end-to-end and side-by-side contacts (Fig. 5A) . Thus, motility creates a structured biofilm that facilitates reporter transfer (compare Fig. 5B to D) , which we hypothesize is required for key cellecell interactions between juxtaposed cells . The friction caused by cells 'bumping' into each other might also help engage cell surface receptors and lead to OM stress for fusion.
Several fluorescent probes were used to determine what cellular material is actually transferred. Because Tgl and the majority of the Cgl proteins contain type II signal sequences for lipoprotein biogenesis , we tested whether a type II signal sequence fused to a heterologous protein reporter would mediate transfer. As shown in Fig. 6 , fusion of a type II signal sequence to mCherry indeed allowed for transfer when it coded for OM localization (SS OMmCherry), but not when the type II signal sequence coded for IM localization (SS IM -mCherry; Fig. 6 ) . As cytoplasmic GFP does not transfer, this reporter was used to identify recipients in a live cell transfer assay by testing whether green cells receive mCherry from donors and thus green cells gain red fluorescence . This assay is particularly useful and now serves as our primary method to detect transfer (compare Fig. 5B and D) . Importantly, these results show that a type II signal sequence coding for OM localization is necessary and sufficient for heterologous protein transfer among motile M. xanthus cells placed on a hard surface. These findings also imply that many OM lipoproteins are shuttled between M. xanthus cells, as their genome contain an expansive lipoprotein processing pathway and encodes >400 predicted lipoproteins (Goldman et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2012) . Recently, the cglE and cglF genes were identified and found to encode type I signal sequences, which target proteins for transport across the cytoplasmic membrane without lipid modification . This finding suggests that non-lipoproteins are also transferred, although CglE and CglF may be associated with the OM. Thus the reservoir of cargo proteins is apparently large and may not be restricted to OM lipoproteins.
Because OM protein transfer occurs efficiently and involves a form of bulk transfer, we investigated whether OMs fuse by testing for lipid transfer. This hypothesis was corroborated by the finding that lipophilic fluorescent dyes are indeed exchanged (Fig. 6) . Importantly, the transfer of lipophilic dyes, and hence membrane lipids, has the same stringent requirements as does protein transfer. That is, dye transfer is concurrent with protein transfer and does not occur by diffusion into the extracellular milieu or by diffusible OM vesicles Wei et al., 2011) . Instead, lipophilic dye transfer requires cell motility and a solid surface. In this context it is interesting to recall, as discussed above, that the E-signal likely involves fatty acid exchange. In addition, transmission of the C-signal, either as a derivative from a CsgA lipid substrate or as the p17 protein itself, might be mediated by OM exchange. Future experiments will need to test these possibilities.
Genetic determinants for transfer
We have recently identified mutants that are universally defective in cgl/tgl stimulation and protein transfer; the associated gene products are named TraA and TraB . In a tra À mutant, the defect in protein transfer is absolute; under no condition is stimulation/transfer detected. Importantly, the TraAB proteins are also required for lipophilic dye transfer, thus cementing the assertion that protein and lipid transfer are coupled. Furthermore, TraAB functions are required in both donors and recipients. Thus, unlike other bacterial secretion systems, where the transfer apparatus is only required in donors, in this system the transfer machinery is required in both cells. Taken together, these findings imply that transfer occurs bidirectionally, leading to the exchange or sharing of OM resources between cells .
The traA and traB genes form a bicistronic operon in which their open reading frames overlap by four bases . Bioinformatic analysis revealed that TraA and TraB contain type I signal sequences, indicating cell envelope localization. The N-terminal region of TraA includes a distantly related PA14 domain, a domain broadly distributed across the tree of life and implicated in glycan binding (Rigden et al., 2004) . However, the distant sequence relationship of the TraA PA14 domain to other family members hints that it is not necessarily a lectin. C-terminal to the distant PA14 domain of TraA is a cysteine-rich region, which includes nine repeat elements, each of which consists of 25 amino acids. Because traA encodes an unusually high number of cysteines (79 total) for a secreted protein, it is likely to contain an inordinate number of disulfide bonds. At the C terminus, TraA contains a MYXO-CTERM motif predicted to function as a protein-sorting tag for cell surface localization. The domain architecture of TraA thus suggests that it functions as a cell surface receptor/adhesin. This prediction is supported by the finding that TraAB overexpression dramatically increases cellecell adhesion . The domain architecture of TraA also shows striking similarity to the S. cerevisiae FLO1 and FLO5 cell surface adhesins involved in yeast flocculation and kin recognition (Rigden et al., 2004; Smukalla et al., 2008; Veelders et al., 2010) . The C-terminal region of TraB contains an OmpA-like domain that may mediate peptidoglycan binding. The rest of TraB shows no Fig. 6 . Fluorescent markers used to monitor cell envelope exchange. The ability of markers to label specific cell envelope compartments and to be transferred is shown Wei et al., 2011) . DiD is a lipid fluorescent dye, which based on our experience, becomes irreversible imbedded in the M. xanthus OM.
homology to other database domains. Given that these genes are adjacent and have identical mutant phenotypes, we conclude that TraAB function in the same pathway.
Transfer mechanism
A cartoon depicting TraAB-dependent OM exchange is shown in Fig. 7 . The model proposes that TraA serves as a cell surface receptor/adhesin Wall, unpublished) . The function of TraB is unknown and is not depicted, but it might bind TraA and/or facilitate its subcellular localization. Once cellecell binding occurs, the OMs are proposed to fuse, which then would lead to component exchange by membrane diffusion. In Borrelia, OM fusion has been suggested to occur between motile cells on a hard surface based on fluorescence and electron microscopy observations (Kudryashev et al., 2011) . During fusion, the cell walls may act as barriers to prevent IM fusion and restrict the transfer of other envelope components. In Fig. 7 , the left cell is labeled with red lollipops symbolizing SS OM -mCherry lipoproteins, whereas the right cell shows endogenous lipoproteins (gray lollipops). OM fusion thus triggers the exchange of lipoproteins. Although the mechanism for fusion is unknown, tight cellecell binding between cell poles, where membrane curvature is highest and leads to its destabilization, may help catalyze fusion (Martens and McMahon, 2008; Wickner and Schekman, 2008) . Gliding motility on hard surfaces is likely to facilitate proper cellecell contacts and perhaps contributes to membrane stress once cells are adhered to one another.
Subsequently, gliding motility is likely to power fission between OMs.
To date, M. xanthus represents the clearest example of OM fusion during which protein exchange with phenotypic consequences has been demonstrated. Gram-negative bacteria, including M. xanthus, secrete diffusible OM vesicles that potentially can fuse with other cells, including eukaryotic cells (Kulp and Kuehn, 2010; Mashburn-Warren and Whiteley, 2006 ), yet the process described here is mechanistically distinct. Based on a bioinformatic analysis, TraAB orthologs are restricted to myxobacteria, although other bacterial groups may have functional analogs and may carry out similar behavior (Kudryashev et al., 2011) .
Social and ecological perspectives
We postulate that myxobacteria use OM exchange to help regulate their complex social behaviors. Although TraAB are required for stimulation of certain motility mutants, these proteins are not required for A-or S-motility . Insights into the physiological significance of OM exchange were found in strain-mixing experiments . OM exchange is able to regulate swarming and development behaviors between strains. That is, the swarm expansion of a motile strain is (partially) blocked in a Tradependent manner when it is mixed with a non-motile strain (Fig. 8A) . As was found for protein/lipid transfer, the 'relief of swarm inhibition' occurs when a tra mutation is introduced into either the non-motile or motile strains ( Fig. 8A ; traA mutation shown only in non-motile donor) . These studies suggest that non-motile cells produce a signal that can be transferred via TraAB to motile cells that blocks their motility (Fig. 8B) . In a similar set of experiments, Fig. 8 . OM exchange regulates swarming and development. A) Motile and non-motile strains mixed at a 1:1 ratio and incubated for two days. Swarming is inhibited by a Tra-dependent mechanism. B) Non-motile cells are proposed to produce a signal(s) that is transferred to motile cells via TraAB that blocks swarming and development. a non-motile strain inhibits development of a motile strain, again by a Tra-dependent mechanism . Taken together, these results support the idea that OM exchange serves as a cellecell signaling mechanism. As opposed to diffusible signaling molecules, cell contact signaling allows unambiguous identification of neighbors. In a general context, myxobacteria use signaling by cell contact as a major tool to coordinate multicellular behaviors (Kaiser et al., 2010; Konovalova et al., 2010) .
As noted, myxobacteria are rather unusual. Like many bacteria they live as unicellular entities and grow by binary fission. Their vegetative life is social e the cells swarm in tightly associated packs and at times single cells will venture away from the pack. Their developmental program touches on a fundamental biological question of how single cells recognize related or kin individuals to coalesce and cooperate to build a multicellular tissue. Central to this process is an appreciation that myxobacteria do not exist as a prototypic eukaryote, in which sibling cells are derived from clonal expansion of a fertilized egg. In some cases, populations are likely to be enriched toward homogeneity by clonal expansion, for example, by inoculation of a single myxobacteria cell and its subsequent growth on a rich nutrient source, e.g., a dung pellet. More often, however, myxobacteria exist in heterogeneous populations, consisting of assorted microbial species and various myxobacterial species and subspecies (Vos and Velicer, 2009 ). Moreover, Velicer and colleagues showed that fruiting bodies derived from soil contain genetically similar, though not necessarily identical siblings (Kraemer and Velicer, 2011) . Their work suggests that kin recognition and selection may occur during development.
Another noted property of myxobacteria is that they are highly antagonistic toward other related species and subspecies (Smith and Dworkin, 1994; Vos and Velicer, 2009) . Given the heterogeneous and antagonistic nature of myxobacteria, how they are able to recognize kin to elicit cooperative behaviors is an intriguing problem. A complete answer is not known, but it is plausible to speculate that OM exchange represents one layer for self-recognition. Indeed, our recent work has suggested that OM exchange does involve kin recognition (D. Pathak, X. Wei, A. Dey & D. Wall, unpublished) . Future work will need to elucidate if OM exchange and kin recognition play a role in cell selection during multicellular development. Kin recognition is probably relevant in environmental niches as there can be a high degree of diversity; for example, 1 g of soil can contain >30,000 microbial species (Mendes et al., 2011) . Other microbes, such as Dictyostelium, are confronted with similar problems of kin recognition during multicellular development, and they have indeed devised self-recognition mechanisms (Strassmann et al., 2011) .
OM exchange may also represent a form of cooperative behavior whereby cells share resources. Kin selection ensures that 'cheater' (non-kin) cells do not exploit kin resources (Velicer et al., 2000) . OM exchange would thus represent an extension of uncontrolled resource sharing whereby M. xanthus cells cooperatively secrete hydrolytic enzymes and antibiotics into the extracellular milieu to kill, digest and feed on prey as microbial 'wolf-packs' (Berleman and Kirby, 2009; Rosenberg et al., 1977; Xiao et al., 2011) . Sharing resources also provides a mechanism to reduce physiological heterogeneity in the population, which inevitably leads to some cells being less fit and introduces physiological noise. Thus, we hypothesize that sharing their OM proteome allows the population to establish envelope homeostasis and allows individuals to gain fitness. Homeostasis in turn creates improved population fitness by normalizing intercellular signal output and reception, thus helping to coordinate cell behaviors.
